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Introduction

<<Editor’s notes will be noted inside these marking and removed in future drafts>>
<<short intro and the more detailed background intro is section 2. This will be written near the
end>>
This paper is the result of the Data Center Networks work item [1] within the IEEE 802 “Network
Enhancements for the Next Decade” Industry Connections Activity known as Nendica. The paper is
an update to a previous report, IEEE 802 Nendica Report: The Lossless Network for Data Centers
published on August 17, 2018 [2]. This update provides additional background on evolving use
cases in modern data centers and proposes solutions to additional problems identified by this paper.

Scope
The scope of this report includes...

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to ...

2

Bringing the data center to life

A new world with data everywhere
Digital transformation is driving change in both our personal and professional lives. Work flows and
personal interactions are turning to digital processes and automated tools that are enabled by the
Cloud, Mobility, and the Internet of Things. The Intelligence behind the digital transformation is
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Data centers running AI applications with massive amounts of data are
recasting that data into pertinent timely information, automated human interactions, and refined
decision making. The need to interact with the data center in real-time is more important than
ever in today’s world where augmented reality, voice recognition, and contextual searching demand
immediate results. Data center networks must deliver unprecedented levels of performance, scale,
and reliability to meet these real-time demands.
Data centers in the cloud era focused on application transformation and the rapid deployment of
services. In the AI era, data centers are the source of information and algorithms for the real-time
digital transformation of our digital lives. The combination of high-speed storage and AI distributed
computing render big data into fast data, access by humans, machines, and things. A high2 IEEE SA Industry connections
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AI
Cloud

Figure 1 – Digital Transformation in the Era of AI
performance, large scale data center network without packet loss is critical to the smooth operation
of the digital transformation.
For high-performance applications, such as AI, key measures for network performance include
throughput, latency, and congestion. Throughput is dependent on the total capacity of the network
for quickly transmitting a large amount of data. Latency refers to the total delay in a transaction
across the data center network. When the traffic load exceeds the network capacity, congestion
occurs. Packet loss is a factor that seriously affects both throughput and latency. Data loss in a
network may cause a series events that deteriorate performance. For example, an upper-layer
application may need to retransmit lost data in order to continue. Retransmissions can increase
load on the network, causing further packet loss. In some applications, delayed results are not
useful, and the ultimate results can be discarded, thus wasting resources. In other cases, the
delayed result is just a small piece of the puzzle being assembled by the upper-layer application that
has now been slowed down to the speed of the slowest worker. More seriously, when an
application program does not support packet loss and cannot be restored to continue, a complete
failure or damage can be caused.

Today’s data center enables the digital real-time world
Currently, digital transformation of various industries is accelerating. According to analysis data,
64% of enterprises have become the explorers and practitioners of digital transformation <<IDC
reference>>.[3]. Among 2000 multinational companies, 67% of CEOs have made digitalization the
core of their corporate strategies [34].
A large amount of data will be generated during the digitalization process, becoming a core asset,
and enabling the emergence of Artificial Intelligence applications. Huawei GIV predicts that the
data volume will reach 180 ZB in 2025 [45]. However, data is not the “end-in-itself”. Knowledge and
wisdom extracted from data are eternal values. However, the proportion of unstructured data (such
as raw voice, video, and image data) increases continuously, and will account for 95% of all data in
the future. Performance innovations are needed to extract the value from the raw data. At this
scale, the current big data analytic methods are helpless. If manual processing is used, the data
volume will be far greater than the processing capability of all human beings. The AI approach based
on machine computing for deep learning can filter out massive amounts of invalid data and
automatically reorganize useful information, providing more efficient decision-making suggestions
and smarter behavior guidance.
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Figure 2 – Emerging Artificial Intelligence Applications
The cloud data center architecture improved the performance and scale of applications in general.
The cloud platform allows rapid distribution of IT resources to create an application-centric service
model. In the AI era, the applications are consuming unprecedented amounts of data and the cloud
data center architecture is augmented with necessary performance innovations to handle the load.
Seamlessly introducing these innovations along with new AI applications can be tricky in an existing
cloud data center. Understanding how to efficiently process data based on the needs of AI
applications is a key focus area. Orchestrating the flow of data between the storage and computing
resources of the applications is a critical success factor.

3

Evolving data center requirements and
technology

Requirements evolution
AI applications put pressure on the data center network. Consider AI training for self-driving cars
as an example, the deep learning algorithm relies heavily on massive sample data and highperformance computing capabilities. The training data collected is approaching the P level (1PB =
1024 TB) per day. If traditional hard disk storage and common CPUs were used to process the data,
it could take at least one year to complete the training, which is clearly impractical. To improve AI
data processing efficiency, revolutionary changes are needed in the storage and computing fields.
For example, storage performance needs to improve by an order of magnitude to achieve more
than 1 million input/output operations per second (IOPS) [56].
Storage media has evolved from HDDs to SSDs to meet real-time data access requirements, reducing
the medium latency by more than 100 times. Without similar improvements in network latency,
these storage improvements are not realized and simply move the bottleneck from the media to
communication latency. With networked SSD drives, the communication latency accounts for more
than 60% of the total storage end-to-end latency. This creates a scenario where the precious
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storage media is idle more than half of the time. When you consider recent improvements in both
storage media and AI computing processors together, the communication latency accounts for
more than 50% of the total latency, further hindering improvements and wasting resources [67].
The improvements in storage and computing performance support the AI computing model, which
is growing in scale and complexity with the advent of AI cloud-based services. For example, there
were 7 ExaFLOPS and 60 million parameters in Microsoft’s Resnet of 2015. Baidu used 20 ExaFLOPS
and 300 million parameters when training their deep speech system in 2016. In 2017, the Google
NMT used 105 ExaFLOPS and 8.7 billion parameters [78]. New characteristics of AI computing are
requiring an evolution of data center network.
Traditional protocols are no longer able to satisfy the requirements of new applications that serve
our daily lives. In a simple example, the online food take-out industry at Meitan has increased nearly
500% in the last four years. The number of transactions has increased from 2.149 billion to 12.36
billion where those transactions all occur within a few hours at peak mealtimes. The Meituan
Intelligent Scheduling System is responsible for orchestrating a complex multi-person, multi-point
real-time decision-making process for end-users, businesses and over 600,000 delivery drivers. The
drivers report positioning data 5 billion times a day that are used to calculate optional paths for the
drivers and deliver optimal solutions within 0.55 milliseconds. When the back-end servers use
TCP/IP protocols, the amount of data copied between kernel buffers, application buffers and NIC
buffers stresses the CPU and memory bus resources causing increased delay and an inability to meet
the application requirements. The newer Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) protocol
eliminates data copies and frees CPU resources to perform necessary driver path and take-out order
calculations at scale. The improved efficiency of RDMA puts more pressure on the network, moving
the bottleneck to the data center network infrastructure where low-latency and lossless behavior
become the new critical requirements.

Characteristics of AI computing
Traditional data center services (web, database, and file storage) are transaction-based and the
calculated results are often deterministic. For such tasks, there is little correlation or dependency
between a single transaction and the associated network communication. The occurrence and
duration of the traditional transactions are random. AI computing, however, is different. It is an
optimization problem with iterative convergence required in the computing process. This causes
high spatial correlation within the data sets and computing algorithms, and temporally creates
similar correlations with communication flows.
AI computing works on big data and consequently must “divide-and-conquer” the problem. The
computing model and input data sets are large (e.g in a 100 MB node, the AI model with 10K rules
requires more than 4 TB memory). A single server cannot provide enough storage capacity and
processing resources to handle the problem sequentially. Concurrent AI computing and storage
nodes are required to shorten the processing time. The distributed AI computing and storage
requirement highlights the need for a fast, efficient, and lossless data center network that has the
flexibility to support two distinct parallel modes of operation: model parallel computing and data
parallel computing.
Model Parallel Computing
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In model parallel computing, each node computes one part of the overall algorithm. Each node
processes the same set of data, but with a different portion of the algorithm, resulting in an estimate
for a differing set of parameters. The nodes exchange their estimates to converge upon the best

Figure 3 - Model parallel training
estimate for all the data parameters. With model parallel computing, there is an initial distribution
of the common data set to a distributed number of nodes, followed by a collection of individual
parameters from each of the participating nodes. Figure 3 shows how parameters of the overall
model may be distributed across computing nodes in a model parallel mode of operation.
Data Parallel Computing
In data parallel computing, each node loads the entire AI algorithm model, but only processes part
of the input data. Each node is trying to estimate the same set of parameters using a different view
of the data. When a node completes a round of calculations, the parameters are weighted and
aggregated by a common parameter server as seen in Figure 4. The weighted parameter update
requires that all nodes upload and obtain the information synchronously.
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No matter the development of distributed storage or distributed AI training, data center network
comes to the communication pressure. The waiting time for GPU communication exceeds 50% of
the job completion time [89].

Figure 4 - Data parallel training

Evolving technologies
Progress can be seen when evolving requirements and evolving technologies harmonize. New
requirements often drive the development of new technologies and new technologies often enable
new use cases that lead to, yet again, a new set of requirements. Breakthroughs in networked
storage, distributed computing, system architecture and network protocols are enabling the utility
of the next generation data center.
SSDs and NVMeoF: High throughput, low-latency network
In networked storage, a file is distributed to multiple storage servers for IO acceleration and
redundancy. When a data center application reads a file, it will concurrently access different parts
of data from different servers, and the data will be aggregated through a data center switch at
nearly the same time. When a data center application writes a file, the data can trigger a series of
storage transactions between distributed and redundant storage nodes. Figure 5 shows an example
of data center communication triggered by the networked storage service model.
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When an application (i.e. Client in Figure 5) requests to write a file, it will concurrently send data to
the object storage device (OSD) servers. There are two types of OSD servers, one type is the primary,
and the other type is the replica. When the primary servers receive data that need to be saved, it
will transmit the data to the replica servers twice as backup (the orange arrowhead in Figure 5).
After receiving the data, the primary OSD server will send an ACK to client while the replica servers
will send ACK to the primary server (pink dash line in Figure 5). Each OSD server will then begin to
commit the data to the storage medium. It takes a short period time to commit and store data.
When the replica servers finish saving data, they will send commit notification to primary server to
notify that the writing task is complete. Once the primary server has received all the commit
information from all replica servers, the primary server will send a commit message to client. The
storage write process is not complete until the primary server has sent the final commit message to
the client.

Figure 5 - Networked storage service model
The example highlights the importance of the network enabling both high throughput and low
latency simultaneously. The bulk data being written to the primary storage server is transmitted
multiple times to the replicas. The small sized acknowledgments and commit messages must be
sequenced and ultimately delivered to the originating client before the transaction can complete,
emphasizing the need for ultra-low latency.
Massive improvements in storage performance have been achieved as the technology has evolved
from HDD to SDD to NVMe (Non-Volatile Memory Express). The latest storage media technology,
NVMe, has decreased access time by a factor of 1000 over previous HDD technology. Sample seek
times between the various technologies include; HDD = 2-5 ms, SATA SSD = 0.2 ms, and NVMe SSD
= 0.02 ms. While shorter overall average seek times are better, the performance of drives in each
category can still vary [910].
NVMe-over-fabrics (NVMeoF) involves deploying NVMe for networked storage. The much faster
access speed of the medium result in greater network bottlenecks and the impact of network
latency becomes more significant. Figure 6 shows how network latency has become the primary
bottleneck with networked SSD storage, whereas network latency was negligible with networked
HDD storage. To maximize the IOPS performance of the new medium, the network latency problem
must be resolved first.
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Figure 6 – End-to-end latency breakdown for HDD and SDD
An analysis network latency show that it is a combination of two distinct types of latency: static
latency and dynamic latency. Static latency includes serial data latency, device forwarding latency,
and optical/electrical transmission latency. This type of latency is determined by the capability of
the switching hardware and the transmission distance of the data. It usually is fixed and very
predictable. Figure 7 shows the current industry measurements for static latency are generally at
nanosecond (10-9 second) or sub-microsecond (10-6) level, and account for less than 1% of the total
end-to-end network delay.
Dynamic latency plays a much greater role in total end-to-end network delay and is greatly affected
by the conditions within the communication environment. Dynamic latency is created from delays
introduced by internal queuing and packet retransmission, which are caused by network congestion
and packet loss. In the AI era, congestion from the unique traffic patterns of high-speed storage and
specialized AI computing nodes becomes more and more severe on the network. Packet queuing
and packet loss can occur frequently, causing the end-to-end network latency to skyrocket to the
level of sub-seconds. The key to low end-to-end network latency is to improve dynamic latency.
The major component of dynamic latency is the delay from packet retransmission when packets are
dropped within the network. Packet loss latency is an order magnitude greater than queuing delay

End-to-end Network Latency Breakdown

Dynamic Network Latency

Static Network Latency

Queuing latency (50 μs)

Switching latency (3 μs)

Packet loss latency (5000 μs)

Transmission latency (0.3 μs)

Figure 7 – Network Latency Breakdown
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and has proven to have a severe impact on applications. Figure 7 shows a typical network latency
distribution.
Packet loss occurs when switch buffers are overrun because of congestion (NOTE: we ignore packet
loss due low-probability bit errors during transmission). There are two key types of congestion
within the network: in-network and incast. In-network congestion occurs on switch-to-switch links
within the network fabric when the links become overloaded, perhaps due to ineffective load
balancing. Incast congestion occurs at the edge of the network when many sources are sending to
a common destination at the same time. AI computing models inherently have a phase when data
is aggregated after a processing iteration from which incast congestion (many-to-one) easily occurs.
Incast is a network traffic pathology caused by many-to-one communication patterns that can lead
to large packet loss and increased queuing delay. Incast can increase application latency and
decrease application throughput to a point well below the characteristics of link bandwidth [1011].
The problem especially affects AI training, where distributed processing cannot continue until all
parallel threads in a stage complete. Increased application latency degrades the concurrency of the
networked storage system which lowers the number of IOPS for the entire solution.
GPUs: Ultra-low latency network for parallel computing
Today’s AI computing architecture includes a hybrid mix of Central Processing Units (CPUs) and
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). GPUs, originally invented to help render video games at
exceptional speeds, have found a new home in the data center. The GPU is a processor with
thousands of cores capable of performing millions of mathematical operations in parallel. All AI
learning algorithms perform complex statistical computations and deal with a huge number of
matrix multiplication operations per second – perfectly suited for a GPU. However, to scale the AI
computing architecture to meet the needs of today’s AI algorithms and applications in a data center,
the GPUs must be distributed and networked. This places stringent requirements on
communication volume and performance.
Facebook recently tested the distributed machine learning platform Caffe2, in which the latest
multi-GPU servers are used for parallel acceleration. In the test, computing tasks on eight servers
resulted in underutilized resources on the 100 Gbit/s InfiniBand network. The presence of the
network and network contention reduced the performance of the solution to less than linear scale
[1112]. Consequently, network performance greatly restricts horizontal extension of the AI system.

Figure 8 – Distributed AI Computing Architecture
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Figure 9 - Periodic incast congestion during training
GPUs provide much higher memory bandwidth than today’s CPU architectures. Nodes with multiple
GPUs are now commonly used in high-performance computing because of their power efficiency
and hardware parallelism. Figure 8 illustrates the architecture of typical multi-GPU nodes, each of
which consists of a host (CPUs) and several GPU devices connected by a PCI-e switch or NVLink. Each
GPU is able to directly access its local relatively large device memory, much smaller and faster
shared memory, and a small pinned area of the host node’s DRAM, called zero-copy memory [1213].
GPUs are inherently designed to work on parallel problems. With AI applications, these problems
are iterative and require a synchronization step that creates network incast congestion. Figure 9
shows how incast congestion occurs with AI training. The training process is iterative and there are
many parameters synchronized on each iteration. The workers download the model and upload
newly calculated results (ΔM) to a parameter server during a synchronization step. The uploading
to the parameter server creates incast. When the computing time is improved by deploying faster
GPUs, the pressure on the network and resulting incast increases.
The communication between the worker nodes and the parameter server constitutes a collection
of interdependent network flows. In the iteration process of distributed AI computing, many burst
traffic flows are generated to distributed data to workers within milliseconds, followed by an incast
event of smaller sized flows directed at the parameter server when the intermediate parameters
are delivered and updated. During the exchange of these flows packet loss, congestion, and load
imbalance can occur on the network. As a result, the Flow Completion Time (FCT) of some of the
flows is prolonged. If a few flows are delayed, storage and computing resource can be underutilized.
Consequently, the completion time of the entire application is delayed.
Distributed AI computing is synchronous, and it is desirable for the jobs to have a predictable
completion time. When there is no congestion, dynamic latency across the network is small
allowing the average FCT to be predictable and therefor the performance of the entire application
is predictable. When congestion causes dynamic latency to increase to the point of causing packet
loss, FCT can be very unpredictable. Flows that complete in a time that is much greater than the
average completion contributes to what is known as tail latency. Tail latency is the small percentage
of response times from a system, out of all of responses to the input/output (I/O) requests it serves,
that take the longest in comparison to the bulk of its response times. Reducing tail latency as much
as possible is extremely critical to the success of parallel algorithms and the whole distributed
computing system. To maximize the use of GPUs in the data center, tail latency should be
addressed.
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SmartNICs
Over the years there have been periods of time when performance improvements in CPU speeds
and Ethernet links have eclipsed one another. Figure 10 shows the historical performance gains
with Ethernet link speeds [1314] and benchmark improvements for CPU performance [1415].
During some historical periods, the processing capability of a traditional CPU was more than enough
to handle the load of an Ethernet link and the cost savings of a simplified network interface card
(NIC) along with the flexibility of handling the entire networking stack in software was a clear
benefit. During other periods, the jump in link speed from the next iteration of IEEE 802.3 standards
was too much for the processor to handle and a more expensive and complex SmartNIC with
specialized hardware offloads became necessary to utilize the Ethernet link. As time goes on and
the SmartNIC offloads mature, some of them become standard and included in the base features of
what is now considered a common NIC. This phenomenon was seen with the advent of the TCP
Offload Engine (TOE) which supported TCP checksum offloading, large segment sending and receive
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Figure 10 – Historical Performance Comparison
side scaling.
In today’s world, there are signs of Moore’s law fading while Ethernet link speeds continue to soar.
The latest iteration of IEEE 802.3 standards is achieving 400 Gbps. Couple this divergence with the
added complexity of software-defined networking, virtualization, storage, message passing and
security protocols in the modern data center, and there is a strong argument that the SmartNIC
architecture is here to stay. So, what exactly is a data center SmartNIC today?
Figure 11 shows a data center server architecture including a SmartNIC. The SmartNIC includes all
the typical NIC functions, but also includes key offloads to help accelerate applications running on
the server CPU and GPU. The SmartNIC does not replace the CPU or the GPU but rather
complements them with networking offloads. Some of the key offloads include virtual machine
interface support, flexible match-action processing of packets, overlay tunnel termination and
origination, encryption, traffic metering, shaping and per-flow statistics. Additionally, SmartNICs
often include entire protocol offloads and direct data placement to support RDMA and NVMe-oF
storage interfaces.
One new critical component of today’s SmartNIC is programmability. A criticism of SmartNICs in
the past was their inability to keep pace with the rapidly changing networking environment. The
early cloud data center environments favored using the CPU for most networking functions because
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Figure 11 – Server Architecture with SmartNIC
the required feature set for the NIC was evolving faster than the development cycle of the
hardware. Today’s SmartNICs however have an open and flexible programming environment. They
are essentially a computer in front of the computer with an open source development environment
based on Linux and other software-defined networking tools such as Open vSwitch [1516]. It is
essential that SmartNICs integrate seamlessly into the open source ecosystem to enable rapid
feature development and leverage.
SmartNICs in the data center increase the overall utilization and load on the network. They can
exacerbate the effects of congestion by fully and rapidly saturating a network link. At the same
time, they can respond quickly to congestion signals from the network to alleviate intermittent
impact and avoid packet loss. The programmability of the SmartNIC allows it to adapt to new
protocols that can coordinate with the network to avoid conditions such as incast.
RDMA
RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) is a new technology designed to solve the problem of serverside data processing latency in network applications, which transfers data directly from one
computer's memory to another without the intervention of both operating systems. This allows for
high bandwidth, low latency network communication and is particularly suitable for use in massively
parallel computer environments. RDMA allows the transfer of data directly into the storage space
of another computer, reducing or eliminating the need for multiple copies of the data during
transmission. This frees up memory bandwidth and CPU cycles to greatly improve system
performance. Figure 12 shows the principles of the RDMA protocol. There are three different
transports for the RDMA protocol: Infiniband, iWarp and RoCEv1/RoCEv2.
Infiniband
In 2000, the InfiniBand Trade Association (IBTA) released the initial support for RDMA, Infiniband,
which is a network technology customized for RDMA through a specific hardware design to ensure
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Figure 12 - Working principle of RDMA
the reliability of data transmission. InfiniBand allows RDMA to directly read and write the memory
of remote nodes. Infiniband is a unique network solution requiring specific Infiniband switches and
Infiniband interface cards.
iWarp
An RDMA protocol that runs over TCP, allowing it to traverse the Internet and wide area, has been
defined by the IETF and is known as iWarp. In addition to the wide area, iWarp also allows RDMA
to run over a standard Ethernet network and within a data center. While iWarp can be implemented
in software, to obtain the desired performance of RDMA special iWarp enabled NIC card are used.
RoCE (RDMA over Converged Ethernet)
In April 2010, the IBTA released the RoCEv1 specification, which augments the Infiniband
Architecture Specification with the capability of supporting InfiniBand over Ethernet (IBoE). The
RoCEv1 standard specifies an Infiniband network layer directly on top of the Ethernet link layer.
Consequently, the RoCEv1 specification does not support IP routing. Since Infiniband relies on a
lossless physical transport, the RoCEv1 specification depends on a lossless Ethernet environment.
RoCEv2
Modern data centers tend to use layer-3 technologies to support large scale and greater traffic
control. The RoCEv1 specification required an end-to-end layer-2 Ethernet transport and did not
operate effectively in a layer-3 network. In 2014, the IBTA published RoCEv2, which extended
RoCEv1 by replacing the Infiniband Global Routing Header (GRH) with an IP and UDP header. Now
that RoCE is routable it is easily integrated into the preferred data center environment. However,
to obtain the desired RDMA performance, the RoCE protocol is offloaded to special network
interface cards. These network cards implement the entire RoCEv2 protocol, including the UDP
stack, congestion control and any retransmission mechanisms. While UDP is lighter weight than
TCP, the additional support required to make RoCEv2 reliable adds complication to the network
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Figure 13 – RDMA protocol stacks and standards
card implementation. RoCEv2 still depends upon the Infiniband Transport Protocol, which was
designed to operate in a lossless Infiniband environment, so RoCEv2 still benefits from a lossless
Ethernet environment.
Figure 13 shows the most common RDMA protocol stacks and their associated standards bodies.
Table 1 compares the details of different implementations. RDMA is more and more widely used
to support high-speed storage, AI and Machine Learning applications in large scale cloud data
centers. There are real world examples of tens of thousands of servers running RDMA in production.
Applications have reported impressive performance improvements by adopting RDMA [1617]. For
instance, distributed machine learning training has been accelerated by 100+ times compared with
the TCP/IP version, and the I/O speed of SSD-based cloud storage has been boosted by about 50
times compared to the TCP/IP version. These improvements majorly stem from the hardware
offloading characteristic of RDMA.
Technology
TCP/IP over
Ethernet

Data Rates

Latency

(Gbit/s)
10, 25, 40, 50,
56, 100, or

5001000 ns

200

Key Technology

Advantage

Disadvantage

TCP/IP

Wide application scope,

Low network usage, poor average

Socket programming

low price, and good

performance, and unstable link

interface

compatibility

transmission rate

Good performance

supported, and specific NICs and

InfiniBand network
Infiniband

40, 56, 100, or

300-

protocol and architecture

200

500 ns

Verbs programming

Large-scale networks not
switches required

interface

RoCE/RoCEv2

40, 56, 100, or

300-

200

500 ns

InfiniBand network layer

Compatibility with

or transport layer and

traditional Ethernet

Ethernet link layer

technologies, cost-

Verbs programming

effectiveness, and good

interface

performance

Specific NICs required
Still have many challenges to

OPA network
Omni-Path

100

100 ns

architecture
Verbs programming

Good performance

Single manufacturer and specific
NICs and switches required

interface

Table 1 – Comparison of RDMA Network Technologies
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Challenges with today’s data center network

High throughput and low latency tradeoff
Simultaneously achieving both low latency and high throughput in a large-scale data center is
difficult. To achieve low latency, it is necessary to allow flows to begin transferring at line rate while
at the same time maintaining near empty switch queues. Aggressively starting flows at line rate
will allow them to consume all available network bandwidth instantly and can lead to extreme
congestion at convergence points in the network. Deep switch buffers absorb temporary
congestion to avoid packet loss but delay the delivery of latency sensitive packets. Using a low ECN
marking threshold can help slow aggressive flows and keep switch queue levels empty, but this
reduces throughput. High throughput flows benefit from larger switch queues and higher ECN
marking thresholds in order to not overreact to temporary congestion and slow down unnecessarily.
Experimentation shows the tradeoff still exists after varying algorithms, parameters, traffic patterns
and link loads [1617]. Figure 14 from [1617] shows how flow completion times (FCT) are extended
beyond the theoretical minimum FCT when using different ECN marking thresholds (Kmin, Kmax )
in switches and using an RDMA WebSearch application as the input traffic load. Lower values for
Kmin and Kmax will cause ECN markings to occur more quickly and force a flow to slow down. As
seen in the figure, when using low ECN thresholds, small flows which are latency-sensitive have
lower slowdown in FCT, while big flows which are typically bandwidth-hungry suffer from larger FCT
slowdown. The trend is more obvious when the network load is higher (Figure 14-b when the
average link load is 50%).

Figure 14 – FCT slowdown distribution with different ECN thresholds, using WebSearch

Deadlock free lossless network
RDMA advantages over TCP include low latency, high throughput, and low CPU usage. However,
unlike TCP, RDMA needs a lossless network; i.e. there should be no packet loss due to buffer
overflow at the switches [1718]. The RoCE protocol runs on top of UDP with a go-back N
retransmission strategy that severely impacts performance if invoked. As such, RoCE requires
Priority-based Flow Control (IEEE Std 802.1Q-2018, Clause 36 [1819]) to ensure that no packet loss
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occurs in the data center network. Figure 15 showfrom [20] shows how RoCE service throughput
decreases rapidly with an increase in the packet loss rate. Loosing as little as one in one thousand
packets decreases RoCE service performance by roughly 30%.

Figure 15 – Impact of packet loss on RDMA throughput
Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) prevents packet loss due to buffer overflow by pausing the
upstream sending device when the receiving device input buffer occupancy exceeds a specified
threshold. While this provides the necessary lossless environment for RoCE, there are problems
with the large-scale use of PFC. One such problem is the possibility of a PFC deadlock.
Deadlocks in lossless networks using backpressure flow control such as PFC have been studied for
many years [19, 20, 21, 22]. A PFC deadlock occurs when there is a cyclic buffer dependency (CBD)
among switches in the data center network. The CBD is created when buffers in a sequence of
switches are waiting on buffers in other switches of the sequence to have capacity before a
dependent switch can transmit a packet. If the switches involved in the CBD are using PFC and are
physically connected in a loop, a PFC deadlock can occur. RDMA flows in the data center network
are distributed across multiple equal cost paths to achieve the highest possible throughput and
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lowest latency. While there are no loops in the logical topology, these paths naturally contain loops
in the physical topology. A PFC deadlock in the network can completely halt network traffic.
Consider the example in Figure 16. The figure shows four phases of PFC deadlock creation. In phase
1, four flows are equally load balanced across the Clos fabric and the network is running smoothly.
In phase 2, the red cross indicates a transient or permanent fault in the topology, such as link failure,
port failure, or route failure. Due to the failure, in the example, traffic between H1 and H7 (green
line) and between H3 and H5 (purple line) is re-routed. The re-routing pushes more traffic through
leaves 2 and 3 causing a potential overflow in spine 1 as shown in phase 3. To avoid loss, the spine
1 switch issues PFC towards leaf 3, shown in phase 3. Traffic in leaf 3 now backs up, causing further
backups around the topology and a cascade of PFC messages along the loop backward towards the
original point of congestion. Phase 4 shows the resulting PFC deadlock.
When the network size is small, the probability of PFC deadlock is low. However, at larger scale and
with the high-performance requirements of the RoCE protocol, the probability of PFC deadlock
increases significantly. Achieving larger scale and optimal performance is a key objective of the
intelligent lossless data center network of the future. Section 5 discusses a possible new technology
for PFC deadlock prevention.

Congestion control issues in large-scale data center networks
RDMA technology was initially used by customers in constrained, conservative, small scale
environments such as cluster computing or targeted storage networks. Tuning the resources
required for the dedicated environment was manageable by the network operator, at least to some
degree. However, the performance advantages of RDMA have proven useful in many application
environments and there is a strong desire to use RDMA in a large-scale. Figure 17 shows an example
of a large-scale RoCE network. In the example, the entire data center network is based on Ethernet.
The computing cluster and storage cluster use the RDMA protocol while the X86 server cluster uses
traditional TCP/IP.
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Figure 17 – RoCE application in large-scale data center networks
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In the large-scale data center network scenario TCP and RoCE traffic can traverse common parts of
the network in several different ways:
Scenario 1: A traditional web-based application with a high-speed storage backend expects an end
user to submit a request from the Internet to the web service using TCP. The web service cluster
may fetch the shared storage using additional TCP connections. When the storage front-end
receives the request, it uses the RoCE protocol to handle the actual reading of the shared data from
the medium with the expectation of obtaining extremely high IOPS using RDMA. The shared data
will be returned to the end user, again with TCP.
Scenario 2: More highly integrated computing and storage clusters use the RoCE protocol for the
bulk of their communication, while the management and any SDN control of the overall
infrastructure is based on TCP/IP. All nodes need TCP connections for management and control, so
the two types of traffic will traverse common links in the network.
Scenario 3: While the use of RoCE has gradually increased in large scale storage networks, there are
still many TCP-based storage solutions used in AI/ML data centers. However, the performance
requirements of interconnecting GPUs and CPUs in these data centers demands the use of RoCE.
Large-scale ML/AI data center applications lead to multiple combinations of TCP and RoCE between
computing and computing, storage and storage, and computing and storage.
In theory, separating TCP and RoCE traffic within the network should be easy. IEEE Std 802.1Q
defines 8 classes of service that can map to 8 queues with differing queue scheduling algorithms.
Different switch queues can be used to isolate the different traffic types. The queues and the buffer
management are implemented in hardware on the switch chip, but there is a performance and cost
tradeoff problem. Allocating sufficient dedicated memory to each queue on each port to absorb
microbursts of traffic without incurring packet loss can be too expensive and technically challenging
as the number of ports per switch chip goes up. To address this tradeoff, switch chip vendors
implement a smart buffering mechanism that allows for a hybrid of fixed and shared buffers.
A core idea of smart buffering is the creation of a dynamic shared buffer. The goal is to optimize
buffer utilization and burst absorption by reducing the amount of statically dedicated buffers while
providing a dynamic and self-tuning shared pool across all ports to handle temporary bursts [2223].
An example smart buffer architecture, as shown in Figure 18. Each port has some dedicated buffers
for each of its queues and a dynamic pool of surplus buffers shown in gray. The approach considers
that congestion in a typical data center environment is localized to a subset of egress ports at any
given point in time and rarely occurs on all ports simultaneously. This assumption allows the
centralized on-chip buffer to be right-sized for overall cost and power consumption while still
providing resources for congested ports exactly when needed using self-tuning thresholds.
Contrasted with static per-port buffer allocation schemes found in other switch architectures, the
smart buffer approach significantly improves buffer utilization and enables better performance for
data center applications. However, the shared dynamic pool has consequences on traffic class
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Figure 18 – Smart-Buffer centralized and dynamic buffer management
isolation in congested situations. TCP and RoCE flows may impact one another when they traverse
common links, even if they are using separate traffic classes on those links. TCP and RoCE use
different congestion control mechanisms, different re-transmission strategies and different traffic
class configuration (lossless verse lossy). The algorithms and configurations do not allow a fair share
of the common resource. Figure 19 shows the problem. Network operators allocate the network
bandwidth to different traffic classes based on the service requirements of the network. But over
time and during periods of congestion the bandwidth allocations cannot be met. The different
congestion control methods create different traffic behavior that impacts the smart buffering
mechanism’s ability to fairly allocated the dynamic shared buffer pool. In this case, TCP preempts

Figure 19 – TCP and RoCE coexistence with smart buffering
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RoCE bandwidth, even when it is allocated to separate traffic classes. The RoCE flow completion
delay has been seen to increase by 100 times.
ODCC conducted several tests to verify the problem of traffic coexistence. << provide references to
ODCC test results showing the issue >>. The results from testing are available at [25].

Configuration complexity of congestion control algorithms
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Tuning RDMA networks is an important factor to achieving high-performance
Current method of parameters configuration can be a complex operation. Reference the
number of parameters require to tune the configuration
Congestion control algorithms usually requires collaboration between the NIC and switch
Traditional PFC manual configuration needs complex calculation with lots of parameters
Excessive headroom leads to reduce the number of lossless queues while too little headroom
leads to packet loss

5

New technologies to address new data
center problems

PFC deadlock prevention using topology recognition
Traffic on a well-balanced error free Clos network is loop free and typically flows from uplink to
downlink on ingress and downlink to uplink on egress. However, rerouting occurs when transient
link faults are detected, and traffic may be generated from uplink to uplink as shown in Figure 16.
According to [2122], the probability of rerouted traffic is approximately 10−5. While 10−5 is not a high
probability, given the large traffic volume and the large scale of data center networks the chance of
a deadlock occurring is possible and even the slightest probability of a deadlock can have dramatic
consequences. PFC deadlocks are real! The larger the scale, the higher the probability of PFC
deadlock, and the lower the service availability from this critical resource.
ODCC proposes a mechanism to prevent the PFC deadlock problem by discovering and avoiding CDB
loops. The core idea of the deadlock-free algorithm is to break the circular dependency by
identifying traffic flows that create it. The first step in achieving this is to discover the topology and
understand the port orientation of every switch port in the network. An innovative distributed
topology and role auto-discovery protocol is used to identify network locations and roles of across
the data center network.
The topology and role discovery protocol automatically determines a device’s level within the
topology and the orientation of each of the device’s ports. The level within the topology is defined
as the number of hops from the edge of the network. For example, a server or storage endpoint is
at level 0 and the top-of-rack switch connected to that server or storage endpoint is at level 1. The
port orientation of a port can be either an uplink, downlink or a crosslink. An uplink orientation, for
example, is determined for a port of a device that is connected to another device at a higher level.
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Figure 20 – Topology and Role Discovery
The protocol starts out by recognizing known conditions. Servers and storage endpoints are always
at level 0 and their port orientation is always an uplink. Switches are initialized without any
knowledge of their level or port orientation, but as the information is propagated by a discovery
protocol, the algorithm converges upon an accurate view. Figure 20 shows the resulting topology
and role discovery in a simple Clos network.
Once the protocol has recognized the topology and port roles, the deadlock free mechanism can
identify potential CDB points in the network and then adapt the forwarding plane to break the
buffer dependencies. Figure 21 shows how potential CDB points in the topology can be recognized.
In a properly operating Clos network, there is no CDB and flows will typically traverse a switch
ingress and egress port pair that has three of four possible port orientation combinations. The flow
may pass from a port oriented as a downlink to a port oriented as an uplink. In the spine of the
network, the flow may pass from a port oriented as a downlink to another port oriented as a
downlink. Finally, as the flow reaches its destination, the flow may pass from a port oriented as an
uplink to a port oriented as a downlink. A CDB may exist in the case where a flow has been rerouted
and now passes from a port oriented as an uplink to another port oriented as an uplink.
After recognizing the CBD point, the forwarding plane is responsible for breaking the CBD. The CDB
exists because a set of flows are using the same traffic class and are traversing a series of switches
that now form a loop due to the flow rerouting. The buffer dependency is the shared buffer memory
of the common traffic class (i.e. switch queue). To break the CBD, packets of the rerouted flow
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Figure 21 – Identifying CBD points in rerouted flows
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Figure 22 – Queue switch according to CBD reroute flow recognition
need to be forwarded to a separate queue. These packets can be identified because they are flowing
from a port oriented as an uplink to another port oriented as an uplink. Figure 22 illustrates the
process of queue remapping within the switch. In the example, the remapping of the green flow to
an isolated queue will lead the elimination of PFC deadlock. The different flows can safely pass
through different queues at the point of a potential CBD.
ODCC, in participation with many network vendors, conducted tests to verify the deadlock free
algorithm. The results indicate the effectiveness of the approach <<ODCC Reference Needed>>.[25].

Improving Congestion Notification
A state-of-the-art congestion control mechanism for the RoCEv2 protocols in today’s data centers
is Data Center Quantized Congestion Notification (DCQCN) [2324]. DCQCN combines the use of ECN
and PFC to enable a large-scale lossless data center network. Figure 23 shows the three key
components of DCQCN; a reaction point (RP), a congestion point (CP) and a notification point (NP).
Reaction Point (RP)
The RP is responsible for regulating the injection rate of packets into the network. It is typically
implemented on the sending NIC and responds to Congestion Notification Packets (CNP) sent by the
NP when congestion is detected within the network. When a CNP is received, the RP will decrease
the current rate of injection. If the RP does not receive a CNP within a specified period, it will
increase the transmit rate using a quantized algorithm specified by DCQCN.
Congestion Point (CP)
A CP is included in the switches along the path between the transmitter and the receiver. The CP is
responsible for marking packets with ECN when congestion is detected at an egress queue.

Figure 23 – Three parts of RoCE congestion control using DCQCN
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Congestion is determined by looking at the egress queue length and evaluating it against
configurable thresholds (Kmin and Kmax). When the queue length is less than Kmin, traffic is not
marked. When the queue length is greater than Kmax, all packets passing through the queue are
marked. When the queue length is between Kmin and Kmax, the marking probability increases
according to the extent of the queue length, as specified by DCQCN.
Notification Point (NP)
The NP is responsible for informing the RP that congestion has been experienced by packets of a
flow while traversing the network. When a data packet with an ECN flag arrives at a receiver, the
NP sends a CNP packet back to the RP at the transmitter if one has not already been sent in the past
N microseconds. It is possible to set N to 0 such that the NP will send a CNP for each packet with an
ECN flag set.
As data center networks scale to larger sizes and support an increased number of simultaneous
flows, the average bandwidth allocated to each flow can become small. Flows experiencing
congestion in this environment may have their packets delayed, causing the arrival of ECN markings
at the NP to also be delayed. If the rate of arrival of ECN marked packets is greater than the interval
the RP uses to increase the rate of injection a problem may occur. The problem is that the RP will
begin increasing the rate of injection when it should actually decrease the rate since the flow is
congested and the missing CNP messages have simply been delayed. In this case, the end-to-end
congestion control loop is not functioning correctly.
For example, if the link speed of the switch is 25 Gbps and the number of RoCE flows is 300, the
average rate of each RoCE flow is 80 Mbps. In this case, a 4 KB packetmessage is generated every
400 µs. If the RP waits less than 400 µs to receive a CNP before increasing the rate of transmission
a congestion control loop failure will occur. The default time an RP will wait for a CNP before
increasing transmission rate is often 300 µs in commercial NICs. This implies that network operators
need to tune individual timer settings to support large scale deployments.
The impact of end-to-end congestion control loop failure in a lossless network is further congestion.
This congestion causes an increase in the number of PFC packets generated and an increase in the
amount of time links are paused to avoid packet loss. These PFC packets further delay the
propagation of ECN marked packets and only make the problem worse. The combination of PFC
and ECN becomes ineffective.
One possible solution to this problem is for the network to intelligently supplement the CNP packets
sent by the NP. The intelligence involves considering the congestion level at the egress port, the
interval of the received ECN marked packets, and the interval of the DCQCN rate increase by the RP.
After receiving an ECN marked packet, the CP keeps track of the frequency of received ECN marked
packets as well as the sequence number. When the CP egress queue is congested and the received
flow has been experiencing congestion further upstream, the CP may proactively supplement the
CNP depending upon the rate of received ECN marked packets and the interval of the DCQCN rate
increase at the RP. The CP is aware that ECN marked packets are delay and that subsequent CNP
packets from the NP will be further delayed, so the supplemental CNP messages will prevent the
end-to-end congestion control loop failure. The supplemental CNP operation is performed only
when the CP egress queue is severely congested, thus latency and throughput are not affected when
the DCQCN is operating in a normal non-congested state. The solution is shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24 – Intelligent Supplemental CNP
The ODCC tested the enhanced congestion control mechanism and the effect is benificial.beneficial
[25]. According to the test result, the bandwidth QoS performance is improved by more than 30%
(TCP:RoCE = 9:1 scenario). <<Reference to ODCC test results>>
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Due to the high concurrency feature of distributed application architecture operations, a large
number of concurrent data flows exist in data center network, which easily causes network
congestion. Network congestion may cause extra delay, resulting in high packet transmission delay,
low throughput, and a large amount of resource consumption. How to efficiently control network
congestion, obtain higher bandwidth and lower latency, and improve network transmission
efficiency is the key to improving data center performance.
As mentioned above, the ECN threshold is set to a low value to achieve low latency. However, a low
ECN threshold often leads to low network throughput. Figure X shows the high ECN threshold has
better performance for throughput-sensitive large traffic.
In the CC issue section, we also discuss how to minimize latency while maintaining throughput when
traffic is mixed. It can be seen that the tune of the RDMA network is a big challenge to achieve the
optimal throughput and latency and maximize the performance of the entire network.
The traditional congestion control algorithm commonly used in the industry usually requires
network adapter and network collaboration. Each node needs to be configured with dozens of
parameters, and the parameter combination of the entire network reaches hundreds of thousands.
To simplify the configuration, you can only use the recommended static configuration based on the
experience of engineers.
Common static configurations face the following two challenges: Real-time change of network
traffic and effects on service performance.
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Real-time change of network traffic
Take distributed block storage services as an example. During the running process, the read/write
ratio, I/O block size, and number of concurrent read/write tasks always change, and the network
traffic mode changes dynamically and continuously. Due to the dynamic traffic changes in the
customer's environment, the manually configured static threshold may cause rough back pressure.
Static threshold is difficult to adapt to the real-time network traffic changes. As a result, low
throughput and high latency may occur, and network performance may deteriorate.

Figure Gx – Packet loss

Service performance is affected
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The congestion control algorithm parameters configured on the entire network determine the
effect of congestion control. The performance difference with different parameters can be as high
as 50%. Static experience configuration cannot ensure the optimal performance of most service
scenarios in the customer environment. For customers, parameter configuration may lead to a gap
of more than 50% in service performance or device investment. Selecting appropriate CC algorithm
parameters is significant for improving the service performance of customers. Lab tests show that
different congestion control algorithms produce different effects in the same application scenario,
shown in Figure X.

Figure X – IOPS Comparison

Intelligent congestion parameter optimization
Control network congestion to ensure efficient and stable running of DCN services. If incast traffic
is sent, traffic bursts occur on the receive end. As a result, a large number of packets are
accumulated in the queue, and the number of packets exceeds the capability of the interface on the
receive end instantaneously. Consequently packet loss occurs due to network congestion. Based on
traditional Ethernet, we use a heuristic algorithm to monitor network traffic bursts and proactively
intervene in the network before congestion occurs, ensuring stable and efficient running of DCN
services.
The dynamic threshold adapts to network traffic changes, and precise backpressure is used to
decrease the rate.
Our algorithm proactively detects network traffic modes and interacts with network environments,
greatly improving the adaptability of network congestion algorithms. Uses dynamic threshold,
precise backpressure, and proper rate reduction without manual adjustment, reducing O&M costs.
Optimal entire network performance, improving network and application performance.
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Figure X – zero packet loss at max speed
Compared with local optimization policies deployed on CPUs, the algorithm detects global network
traffic changes, achieving the highest global network performance and ensuring optimal service
performance.
ODCC tests the performance of the intelligent congestion parameter adjustment algorithm. The
result shows that the new technical solution improves service throughput and latency
simultaneously. For OLTP services, the delay decreases by up to 12%. For video services, the
throughput increases by up to 25%.

Figure Z – Cool Stuff

Buffer optimization to reduce the complexity of PFC headroom configuration
PFC is a hop-by-hop protocol between two Ethernet nodes. As show in above, the sender's egress
port sends data packets to the receiver's ingress port. At the receiving ingress port, packets are
buffered in corresponding ingress queues. Once the ingress queue length reaches a certain
threshold (XOFF), the switch sends out a PFC pause frame to the corresponding upstream egress
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queue. After the egress queue receives the pause frame, it stops sending packets. Once the ingress
queue length falls below another threshold (XON), the switch sends a pause with zero duration to
resume transmission.
RoCE needs PFC mechanism to achieve lossless Ethernet. Network switch enables PFC to make sure
that there’s no packet loss in network. Each lossless queue needs to be configured with enough
headroom buffer [2425].
Originally, configuring the PFC threshold was a very experiential task. The calculation of PFC
threshold is complex with lots of parameters (Buffer structure and unit size, switching delay, cable
delay and interface delay) (See Clause 36 of [1819]). PFC buffer requires both highly usage and
implementation dependent.
Pay attention to the fact that different vendors may have different implementations and would
imply a different configuration for the headroom. Thus, excessive headroom leads to reduce the
number of lossless queues while too little headroom leads to packet loss [1718].
To solve this problem of PFC headroom configuration complexity, ODCC provides an adaptive
headroom calculation algorithm to simplify the configuration complexity. The core idea of this
algorithm is using intelligent and dynamic distance discovery method. A round trip timer determines
the latency between two connected switches. According to the MTU size, bandwidth and so on,
automatically allocates the desired amount of headroom needed to ensure no frame loss due to
congestion. The switch will never allocate more headroom than the maximum needed. Thus, we
can reserve enough headroom for more lossless queues. The test result shows that the adaptive
headroom algorithm can release more buffer space for more lossless queues and improve the
latency by 30% to 50% in long-distance transmission scenarios.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Intelligent headroom calculation
Intelligent heuristic algorithms for identifying congestion parameters
Methods for dynamic optimization based on services
Test verification (ODCC lossless DCN test specification and result)
Self-adaptive headroom configuration

6

Standardization Considerations

Things for the IEEE 802 and IETF to consider. Possibly others as well – SNIA, IBTA, NVMe, etc..

7

Conclusion
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